
	

	

 

Listening Guide Episode 2- The Scarlett Letter 

 

1. The first female character we're introduced to is a _______. 

2. The sun shines on the _________which is absolutely spectacularly embroidered.  

When everyone sees it, they are put in a _________. 

3. She's been allowed to turn her scarlet A into some kind of a badge of _________. 

4. If he wanted to paint them as ___________ he was successful in my point of view. 

5. She kind of looks like the Virgin ____________ up there by herself. 

6 The ___________ is heavier than if someone were up there screaming at her.  

7. _____________is undoubtedly really significant as I read this.  And he goes into great 

deal as she processes this.  

8. He does an amazing job at identifying at portraying what a person does ________ 

when faced with an onslaught. 

9.The next character we meet is the guy named ______________. 

10. We begin to see the ____________ that this is going to be, of course, the pursuit of 

his entire life.   

11. First of all, I'm going to do a ____________ alert, for those who haven't read the 

book. 

12. Chillingworth is a character that is highly ____________. 

13. Now as the father of the child, and the pastor of the church and the ________ in 

charge of her _______you can automatically see where all the double-binds are going to 

exist.  

14. To ___________- him is to kill him.  They would _____ him. 

15. And to that of course Wilson drones on for an hour more talking about ________. 

16. We are going to see what happens to people who have ___________.  

17. So, Hester is not even off the scaffold yet, and she has these two huge ___________.  

18.No one can say that for a Puritan there is any worst place than on a _____________.  



	

	

 

19. She told him she didn't ___________him when they got married. 

20. I found it very interesting that what he chose to do was demonstrate that her pain 

and _________________ is what kept her there. 

21. There's another reason she stays. You want to know what it is?  She _________him. 

22. Pearl dresses in beautiful clothes and the book says she's going to be the __________ 

__________ herself. 

23. She's going to transform herself, for whatever reason, into a positive ___________ 

member. 

24. I did not find __________ very likeable. 

25. Eden of course comes out of the book of Genesis, it's the _________ of God. 

26. The child cannot be made amenable to _________. 

27. In chapter 7, Pearl is ________- years old. 

28. Hester looks at herself in a _____________.  

29. In the final chapter we're going to have one more final ____________ with all the 

characters. 

30. I was plucked off the rose bush that grows by the prison _____________. 

31. He stands there pale, holding his hand over his __________, as was his custom. 

32. He finally turned on the _____________there; he came up with a compelling 

argument. 

33. He basically wants to line up every dude in town and say, "Let's see who you _____ 

like." 

34. When the minister stops talking, that wild and flighty little ________ stole softly 

towards him. 

35. She's going to say, you know what, I have to go home, but if they had taken little 

_____________from, me I would have happily gone into the woods with thee. 


